Accurate Imaging Resources Launches
Multifunctional Antimicrobial Screen
Protector
LOS ANGELES, Calif., Jan. 11, 2013 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Accurate Imaging
Resources announced this week its launch of Accurate Films – screen
protectors for cell phones, tablets, laptops, monitors, PCs, and LCD/LED TVs.
“These new multipurpose and multifunctional screen protectors will work for
Apple iPhones, Samsung Galaxy 3S phones, Apple iPads and much, much more,”
Michael Doyle, Director of Sales for Accurate Imaging, says. “What really
sets these screen protectors apart from others is that they are not only
antimicrobial, but they can be customized to fit any size screen and they
offer high transparency for sharper imaging.”
So, how do they work? Special coatings are applied to the film’s surface that
includes an antimicrobial element that prevents bacteria growth on the
screen.
“We are especially proud of our antimicrobial feature,” Doyle says. “It
promotes better health practices by eliminating transfer of germs from hand
to face that may linger on the phone screen protector.”
These screen protectors also work to eliminate glare and fingerprints and can
be easily removed and attached without leaving any residue behind on the
screen surface. This ensures that the screen’s surface is not damaged.
Doyle says that most of the glass surfaces, including the famous “Gorilla
Glass™” by Corning™ have an Oleophobic coating on the screen surface. This
coating is important to the hardness of the glass and how the touch sensation
interacts with the electronics of the device itself; it also prevents
scratching.
“If this coating gets worn off, or washed off by household cleaning products,
it will cause the device’s touch sensation to malfunction,” Doyle says.
“Accurate Imaging’s screen protectors will not only protect the screen
coatings, but also the screen surface.”
About Accurate Imaging Resources:
Since 1978, Accurate Imaging Resources has sold polyester film products in
the facsimile and bar code/label printer market. The same base film that is
used in thermal transfer film ribbons is now being used to protect and offer
health-conscious functions for cell phone, tablet and other screen use. The
newly-branded Accurate Films’ product line plans to add more devices that
cater to Point of Sale (POS) cash registers, kiosks and medical device
markets.
For more information, visit: http://www.AccurateFilms.com/ .
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